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Executive Summary 
It is recommended that the United Nations Global Compact (UNGC) develop the United 
Changemakers Ecosystem within the Global Compact Network United States of America 

(GCNUSA). This initiative is designed to channel the enthusiasm and influence of youth around 

America into a collective, action-driven ecosystem. 

Despite the trend towards environmental responsibility, the key issue currently facing GCNUSA is 

that the majority of individuals and organisations in the United States do not have an actionable outlet 

in which to positively contribute to the fight against climate change. Analysis revealed that this was 

particularly prevalent in a large and vocal youth demographic of individuals ages 35 years and 

under. These youth have a strong desire to positively impact their environment in a manner that 

supports the sustainable development goals. In order to operate successfully within this market, 

GCNUSA must actively engage with their youth to push for private sector collaboration with the 

next generation of leaders and companies. This can be done by uniting individuals, empowering 

actions and influencing organisations from the bottom-up.  

This is achieved by implementing the United Changemakers Ecosystem.  

This initiative provides simple actions for individuals who want to make a difference at the personal 

and/or corporate level, but otherwise may lack the necessary influence or community. This is done 

through a 3-tier approach that starts small, and positively spreads throughout organisations and 

communities. The 3 tiers consist of simple actions already at hand, influential initiatives within arm’s 
reach, and steps that move communities and organisations forwards through collaboration. 

To provide a platform to generate a community environment within the ecosystem, a mobile 
application will be accessible by both individuals and organisations. This platform will be used to 

encourage participation across all levels through an education platform underpinned by the Monthly 
Changemaker Initiative. The Changemaker Initiative is a launch pad for individuals to be prompted 

with specific and actionable tasks that can be completed at both an individual and a corporate level.  

Each month, the Changemaker Initiative launches a new project to be the focus of the month. For 

example: July 2020: Reducing disposable coffee cup wastage. Come August, the next initiative 

will be released. For example, August 2020: Reducing electricity usage through power saving 
lightbulbs. This will build upon existing disposable cup recycling – not replacing it – so after 12 

months of introducing initiatives, individuals and corporates will be behaving more responsibly 

through 12 different initiatives. Once momentum is gained, GCNUSA can progress to larger scaled 

solutions, implementable over a more extended time frame. This may move from monthly to 

quarterly, and ultimately grow to significantly increase the impact and the scale over the 10-year 

timeline.  
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Lacks voice individually

No clear way to create change
Lacks actionable ideas

No motivation to join
Hard & complex to do

Don’t know where to begin 

Limit 2030 Global Warming to 
1.5°C increase

Increase Companies 
partnerships in UNGC Increase everyday engagement

“Develop a youth engagement strategy that will push for private sector engagement to be implemented within 
the next generation of leaders and companies.”

UNITE individuals, companies & 
NGOs

Create an online ecosystem to 
connect organisations and individuals 

with NGOs to implement GC goals 

EMPOWER tangible actions for 
change

Organised programs that spiral into 
bigger initiatives which anyone can 

be involved in to reduce their carbon 
footprint

INFLUENCE companies bottom 
up

Equip passionate youth to make 
change in their reach within their 

workplace, university or community

GCNUSA United Changemakers Ecosystem

Derek’s Problems US Companies 
Problems

Sustainable NGO
Problems

Can be Sustainable Businesses
Have great ideas

Lacks voice to influence
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Monthly Changemaker Initiative

The ecosystem provided by this platform aims to engage and create a 
social commitment that empowers youth to make sustainable change. 

Hands Arms Steps

Doing what you can with what 
is in front of you

Influencing others within arm’s 
reach

Looking back and forward to 
create broader change

Through compiling initiatives over time, passionate people are prompted to action across all levels.
Shared action creates cultural changes that become habits for individuals and norms for companies.

GCNUSA coordinated 
partnerships with 

NGOs around the US

Use momentum to 
spiral from monthly 
micro projects to 

quarterly high impact 
initiatives

Build habitual actions 
on each other within 

individuals & 
organisations 

Monthly launched 
building block 

programs to create a 
changed mindset
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Downloaded and signed-up to the mobile app

Joins monthly initiative, consciously collecting his 
paper coffee cups

Using our partner organisation, Derek dropped the 
cups at his nearest partner  

Derek shares his actions with his contacts on the 
app and can compare his contributions to them

Over a month, Derek saved 23 cups from landfill!   

App users join initiatives and follow steps to 
partner with local facilitators 

Friend competition through individuals measured 
contributions to engage

By encouraging youth to take action with whatever they have at hand, many 
simple habits accumulate to become a tangible way to fight climate change.

GCNUSA coordinates with smaller organisations
(facilitators) across US

A simple task to reduce your climate footprint, with 
a new initiative as the focus each month
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Connects local members through the mobile 
platform to increase internal participation and 

influence

Derek was notified that Sandy who worked on his 
floor had also joined the United Changemakers

Derek noticed disposable coffee cups being thrown 
into rubbish at his office

Bought in an extra rubbish container for the cups 
and put it next to the kitchen bin

When the containers are reaching full, Derek 
collects the coffee cups

Fellow employees are now reducing their waste 
disposal & he partners with Sandy to implement 

other bigger initiatives!

Providing actionable tasks with low costs or 
barriers that can be implemented corporately

Builds momentum responding to societal and 
environmental issues without needing 

management support

Arms encourages youth to practically make a difference within their 
reach and spread their sphere of influence – work, school or home. 

Equipping youth in any role to make 
sustainable changes decision they have 

influence over
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Organisational management can be 
approached once organisational momentum 

has been established In his profile, Derek can see that over the past 12 
months, his organisation has recycled over 4500 

disposable coffee cups

Derek is motivated by his current efforts and wants 
to take individual steps using his roles influence to 

create greater change in his workforce

Through Changemakers Platform Derek connects 
with NGO initiatives that fit the needs of his 

particular company to reduce carbon footprint

The measured positive impact of Derek’s & other 
employees initiatives is used to encourage 

companies to partner at a top level 

Organisations and individuals receive badges
based off initiative participation and success

Links can be formed between organisations 
through the online platform to spur continued 

growth

The steps platform allows individuals and corporates to monitor their 
past success and the future paths of the collective ecosystem.
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AT&T 4:30 PM

GCNUSA

Be a United Changemaker 
for a sustainable future 

Join Us

Global Goal In 
Action

Young SDG 
Innovators

AT&T 4:33 PM

United Changemaker

July 2020 Focus: 
Disposable Coffee Cup

Details

How Should We 
Recycle Them?

Fun Facts

GCNUSA phone apps interface mock-up for main menu and United 
Changemaker.

AT&T 4:30 PM

GCNUSA

Be a United Changemaker 
for a sustainable future 

Join Us

Global Goal In 
Action

Young SDG 
Innovators

Sandy 
saved 10 cups last 

month!

Click here to continue
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Using various techniques, GCNUSA can attract and engage both 
individuals and corporates to ensure initiative success.

Attract Users

Celebrity Influencers and 
media campaign:

Goodwill Ambassadors from 
United Nations Environment 

Program (UNEP), such as Ian 
Somerhalder.

Engage Users

Mobile App Gamification and 
social connectivity:

Launch monthly initiative on 
different topics, such as coffee 

cup, plastic bags, bottles.  

Leveraging Organizations

Bottom-Up to Motivate Top-
Down:

GCNUSA track member 
registrations from different 
organisations and contact 

businesses with high 
employee engagement. 
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TASK

March 2020 April - June 2020
July - December 

2020 January - June 2021 July - December 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025-2030
Establish Team + Online Presence 

Create sub-organisation within GCNUSA & recruit team
Establish project team for software
Create mobile application 
Reach out to existing partners 
Meet with influencers  
Refine marketing materials 
Soft launch 
Launch App

Monthly Initiative Program 
Confirm 6 month plan for monthly initiatives
Contact NGOs or Sustainable Businesses for partnership US wide
HQ Aids New Partners to scale & prepare for growth 
IT team drafts updates for App to facilitate Monthly Initiatives
Launch Initiative in app (1st of each Month)
Ongoing live data collection in conjunction with partners

Steps Initiative
Track presence of member organisations and individuals
Foster active members creating meetups for volunteering & Idea sharing
Engage with companies of large employee ‘arm’ changemakers to join GC 
Integrate with Young SDG Innovators Programme & SDG Pioneers
Track data of any companies with ‘arm’ employees active contribution
Integrate training from UNGC Academy as Appropriate

Long term Initiatives
Company Rankings for informed decision making in supply chain
Promote Case Studies of United Changemakers Impact
Spiral to more complex  & independent quarterly initiatives
Establish tangible ways for transparent reporting

Implementing the Changemaker Initiative over the next 10 years, with a strong 
focus on the immediate future, allows the critical success factors to be met. 

Unite to Limit 2030 Global 
Warming to 1.5°C increase

Empower everyday 
engagement

Influence & increase Company 
partnerships in UNGC
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19 Million 
Change 
Makers

Over 10 Million 
Pods Saved

141,687kWh 
Saved

Everyday Impacts

From the Beginnings of a Single Monthly Initiative –
Imagine the Scalability of Multiple Initiatives 

Developed over Multiple Years 

High levels of feasibility and rapid user-adoption allows for millions of small 
actions to generate tangible results at the individual and corporate level.

86% of Large Cap 
US Businesses 

Registered

A Step Closer to Unlocking $26tn in 
Economic Value Through Sustainable 

GHG Reduction 

Feasible Funding Model Due to Increased 
Annual Contribution Revenue –

Profits are Re-Invested

Estimated 
19,830,000 Users
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NGO Partnerships

Externships

Not feasible

Long-term strategy

Short-term strategy

Sustainable 
Product Logo Student Consultancy Service

Business 
Sustainability 
Ranking 

“Have your say” 
online discussion

Monthly Initiative

Influencer Marketing Industry Knowledge 
Sharing

New Ideas Competition/Forum

Alternatives Consideration
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Revenue  Inputs USD$ App Costing
Total Sponsorship Contribution 2,997,844.32$           Average Annual Contr. by signatories Average app development cost 171,000
Total Annual Contribution Revenue 24,279,989.15$         Small 0 % Covered by volunteer input 80%
Total Annual Revenue 27,277,833.47$         Mid/Large 5,000 Staffing Requirements

Average annual contr. By participants Administrative Staff required to implement 200
Small 0 Average wage 55,000

Costs Mid/Large 10,000 Expected Customers acquired 19829675
App Development 136,800$                    Estimated Proportion of Companies Promotional
Staffing Costs 11,000,000.00$         Small 47787 Cost per customer acquisition 0.25
Promotional Expenses 4,957,418.81$           Medium 3095 Customers acquired 19829675
Administrative costs 3,345,700.78$           Large 502 Other Costs
Total Annual Costs 19,439,920$               Other Admin cost per revenue $ 0.12

% Received by local GCLN 45%
Proportion of sponsorships to general contributions (See Figure 4 pg 21)5.56%

Re-Invested Profits 7,837,913.88$           Contributions
Signatory contr. 17,985,177.15$  
Participant contbr. 35,970,354.30$  

Assumptions: Total 53,955,531.45$ 
Growth will be rapid over a short period due to the 
network reliance of the app. Expected to reach stable 
users by end of first year, thus profit margin should be 
steady

Financial Feasibility and Funding 
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Population
US Population aged 15-34 88,650,000 (Statista, 2019)
Instagram users in US 107,000,000 (Statista, 2019)
% of Instagram users between 18 and 34 58.10% (Statista, 2019)
Adjusted for 15-34 64%
Maximum potential users 56656215
% of US population that worries about climate change between 18-34 70% https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/publications/politics-global-warming-april-2019/
Expected Peak users 39,659,351

Growth
Pokemon Go time to peak growth 14 days https://variety.com/2016/digital/games/pokemon-go-usage-decline-1201896904/
Peak 40,000,000
Stable level 2 months later 20,000,000
Expected stablised app use 0.5
Expected Average Users 19,829,675

Company
Reachable Small Companies in US (5-249 employees) 4,778,728 https://dmdatabases.com/databases/business-mailing-lists/how-many-businesses
Reachable Medium Companies in US (250-10,000 employees) 30,948 https://dmdatabases.com/databases/business-mailing-lists/how-many-businesses
Reachable Large Cap companies in US 584 https://investor.vanguard.com/etf/profile/overview/vv
Maximum potential involvement of large cap (those publishing sustainability reports) 86% https://www.sustainability-reports.com/86-of-sp-500-index-companies-publish-sustainability-responsibility-reports-in-2018/
Expected % small companies to join 1%
Expected % medium companies to join 10%

Expected number of small companies 47787
Expected number of medium companies 3095
Expected number of large cap companies 502

Proportions
Small 93.00%
Medium 6.02%
Large 0.98%

Engagement Level Calculations
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Coffee pods Saved initiatives
Pods used per day 0.8
Recylable used pods 80%
% of offices using coffee capsules 80%
Kg of aluminium used in each capsule 0.00113
% of energy saved when re-using 95%
Expected users 19,829,675
Aluminium saved 10899
KwH to produce 1kg 13
Total KwH saved 141,687

Pods saved per day 10,152,794

Environmental Benefits Calculations


